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How the Mechanics of the Golf Swing
are similar to sound Business Practice
ENGLISH PRACTICE – After chatting and having lessons with Malcolm Harrison, the PGA Head
Professional at Golf Academy Schloss Freudenstein near Eppan, SWZ feature writer Geoff Barclay
elaborates his thoughts on how the component parts making up the golf swing can be used as an
analogy for an approach to sales and business and in general.

Bolzano – Nothing looks easier than
a golf swing and nothing looks easier
than to reproduce the action of a golf
swing. Yet, it is not only professional
golfers who fret about perfecting
and being able to constantly repeat
the action. But millions of enthusiasts
worldwide will testify that the golf
swing is the most difficult thing they
have had to learn in their life. Why
is this and what does it tell us? After
all, if we had the secret, we could
walk away with millions of dollars
week after week and put Tiger Woods
and his merry men to shame. And, to
relate this fascination of sorts to how
to successfully manage one’s business
and even one’s life is a comparison well
worthy of consideration.

The difficulty of the
golf swing is that there
are various component
parts to the complete swing
So, what is the golf swing? A layman
can come up with a definition such as
“it is the act of hitting the ball in the
most effective way possible so as to
work towards achieving an end result.”
Note that is not the sinking of the ball
in the hole which is our final objective
for the swing is all about how to be able
to get the ball in a favourable position
whereby the final “putting” of the ball
in the hole is made a lot easier.
The difficulty of the golf swing is that
there are various component parts to
the complete swing and even before one
goes about activating these component
parts there is a series of preparatory
actions required, and without which
there will be no joy. To swing well one
needs to master the preliminaries of
posture, stance, balance, and grip. If
any of these basic skills are not right,
the end result of the swing is unlikely
to be satisfactory.
The same is true as a business owner.
At the very foundation of a successful
business are sound principles. Before
you can get to your bottom line, you
must have several things in place. It is
surprising how many businesses fail not
because of the sparsity of customers
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but because other requirements to
maintain and run the business are not
in place. Think about it.

The five essential
parts of a golf swing
When mentioning component parts,
we are talking about different elements
which go to make up a whole, and
again the business analogy is apparent.
Recognising the cog in the machine
which is not doing its job is the first
step to improving performance. For
purposes of simplicity the golf swing
can be described as being made up of
five essential parts.
	First is “the address”, or more directly
put “the way you stand in relation to
the ball.” Easy and straightforward
it sounds but when thinking about
direction and distance and flight
paths there are a multitude of
considerations to address (pun
intended!). It is very much the same
in business in the preparations one
needs to make, and of course the
most effective preparations give one
the greater chance of success. As our
business comparison one can take the
simple scenario of fixing a meeting
(the setting up of the meeting itself,
the confirmation of, the setting of,
the preparation of presentation or
approach to be adopted, the dress
and freshness of appearance).
	
S econd is the backswing. The
idea, logical as it may sound, is to
pull the club back so as to arrive
in the best possible position to
affect the downswing. This is not
as straightforward as it sounds,
in that different parts of the body
are involved and there is also the
question of weight transfer, and the
small matter of controlling arms and
cocking wrists at the right moment
and to the right degree. At times the
most rudimentary action requires a
coming together of many movements.
Likewise, in the elaboration of a
product, a service or an approach to
a business negotiation or attempted
sale. What seems an automatic and
easy matter with little thought or

skillset required, is in fact a matter
requiring great attention to detail
and honing of the process involved.
Without the necessary diligence and
mindset the approach is bound to fail.
	Next up for our consideration is
the downswing. Just to introduce
a little complication at this stage
it should be pointed out that
there is also something known as
a transition moment. This can be
explained as when the club has to
change directions from backswing
to downswing. Simply put, there is
no point in starting the downswing
until the backswing has taken
one to the prime position. This is
logical really, for one cannot expect
to move various parts of the body
forward, with a large piece of iron
in hand, unless the correct platform
has been established. Likewise, in
business one cannot move to the
presentation pitch or the point of
sales if all is not in order. Back to
INFO

Glossary
to fret about sth.: sich über
etw. Gedanken machen
layman: Laie
posture: (Körper-)Haltung
stance: Schlagpositur
the cog in the machine: Rädchen im Getriebe
pun intended: das soll ein
Wortspiel sein
backswing: Rückschwung
beim Golfen
club: Schläger
to cock sth.: etw. spannen
wrist: Handgelenk
to hone: verfeinern
flaw: Fehler, Defekt
ingrained: fest/tief sitzend,
fest verankert
follow through: Durchschwung
crunch: kritisch
flight path: Flugbahn

the golf. As the club arrives at the
top of the swing, it is the job of the
lower body to start rotating toward
the target. Many amateur players
lead with their hands instead of
their lower body, and the result is
weak inconsistent contact. To be a
solid ball striker, it is necessary to
learn how to use the lower body
correctly. When your lower body
leads the way, it puts everything
in a great position to strike down
through the ball cleanly. As for
business, it is all too often that sales
and marketing personnel lead with
their tongues and sing the merits of
the product or service immediately
and without establishing the need
of the person interested. Once this
flaw is ingrained it is ever more
difficult to erase it and change to a
needs approach and act in a way so
that it is the purchaser or client who
realises the benefits of engaging with
the company product or personnel.

While the ball has already left
the club in the follow through,
attention still needs to be
paid to technique
	Now is the crunch moment, for it is
time for impact – that moment when
the golfer (hopefully) makes contact
with the ball and it begins to fly. All
done beforehand will be wasted if
one does not arrive in a good impact
position. A key fundamental and one
difficult to achieve is to get the hands
past the ball before impact. Impact
in business might be compared to
the moment one attempts to make
the sale, to close the deal, to get
the signature on the document.
The golf swing comparison and the
relationship to business practice
should be becoming clear.
	All is not over yet, for there is the
small matter of the follow through
in golf and the follow up in business.
While the ball has already left the
club in the follow through, attention
still needs to be paid to technique.
Balance is the key element here. As
the swing finishes, the golfer should

be nicely balanced on the front leg
and with shoulders square on to
the flight path. If there is trouble
in holding a balanced finish, then
something has gone wrong earlier
in the swing process and the
consequence is that the ball will
certainly not be flying straight to
the intended target. Furthermore, the
body will be distorted and not in good
shape at all. The same in business.
The hard work put in as part of the
process will be wasted if there is not
the customer care and after sales
service which the relationship merits.
In truth, what we are trying to do is
facilitate all so that the process can
be repeated on numerous occasions
and this attention to detail will be
rewarded in profit terms.
So, in conclusion, it can be said that
all is as simple as eating pie, but that
before the pastry and contents can be
enjoyed there needs to be a series of
steps, right through from choosing
ingredients, to preparing the pastry
and baking to the right degree, which
ensure that the final bite is both a
satisfactory and enjoyable one. The
golf analogy to successful business
practice could be taken a lot further,
looking at integrity, a host of values
and a strong, determined, and rational
“psychological make-up” but perhaps
that is all material for the next lesson
or two. Happy swinging!
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